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Introduction.

In some exact sciences such as the foundations of some systems of arithme-

tic,the characterization of the methods to verify certain properties are often

essential. A claim of existence of certain objects is thus coupled with the pre-

sentation of a concrete method which produces these objects. That is, a state-

ment of the form 3xA(x) bejread: there exists a concrete method which produces

an object x satisfying A(x). A{x) itself may in turn contain existential quanti-

fiers,and hence such a statement be regarded as a nest of claims for desirable

methods. Statements of this kind cannot be formalized in usual languages, but

can only be characterized through cooperation of a formal system (in a usual

language) in which certain reasonings are constrained. Due to the restrictions

imposed upon the system in consideration, the existentialquantifiers can be in-

terpreted as claiming the existence of concrete methods.

The logic which underlies such a system in intuitionistic,or constructive.

The central factor in the study of concrete mathematics is the interpretation of

implication; that is, if 3Zand 3Y respectively claim existences of methods X

and Y, then

3XA(X)h-3YB(Y)

should assert

3ZVX(A{X)＼-B(Z(X))),

which should be read: there exists a method Z such that, for each method X

verifying A, Z{X) is a method to verify B. The universe of these methods

varies according to the systems under consideration.

Here we consider a system of intuitionisticanalysis, S(I), which is charac-

terized by the bar induction as well as successive inductive definitionsalong

some accessibleorderings. S(I) is at the same time an abstraction of and a

modest extension of the system ASOD in [31. In ASOD, the formulas for in-
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ductive definitionswere strictlyregulated, so that existential quantifiers were

admitted only over natural numbers and were isolated from the inductive pre-

dicates. In S(I), they are stillquite restricted,but are allowed to envelop in-

ductive predicates in certain circumstances. The realization of the claimed

methods (by existentialquantifiers)will then be rendered by the hyper-principle

for the two-storied universe of transfinitemechanisms (symbolized by TM [2]),

which was proposed in our preluding work [5]. See [3] for the original version

of the hyper-principle, HP.

As is seen in the introduction of [5], we call the objects in the universe of

HP (or of TM [2]) mechanisms rather than methods. We wish to make clear

the distinctionbetween these terms (in our usage). That is, a statement 3XA(X)

claims the existence of a method which is yet to be specified, while an object

which realizes such a statement must be a clearly defined mechanism.

§1. A system of intuitionistic analysis with restricted transfinite

inductive definitions.

Let / be a primitive recursive scheme such that, for each 1=1,2, ･･･,/(/)

represents the pair of a set and its order, say (/{, <'), which admits (a concrete)

accessibilityproof.

Definition 1.1. 1) Language £{I). The language X(I) is the language

of HA, Heyting arithmetic, augmented by the following.

1.1) Function variables and the corresponding quantifiers(V and 3).

1.2) Predicate symbols for inductive definitions,Hh 1=1, 2,

1.3) Some function constants may be assumed.

2) Terms and formulas of X(I) are defined as usual.

3) An expression e is said to be strictlypositivein an
≪T(f)-formula

A if no

subformula of A containing e occurs in the antecedent of I―.

4) Admissible formulas of X(I) are defined as follows.

4.1) For any two occurrences of symbols qx and q2 in a formula A, q2 is

negative to qx in ^4 if there is a subformula of A in which qxis strictlypositive

and q2 is negative (in the usual sense).

4.2) Let #i and q2 be respectively an existentialquantifier or an inductive

predicate (one of Hi's) occurring in a formula A. qx is said to depend on q2 in

A if q2 is negative to qx in A.

4.3) An occurrence q of an existentialquantifier 3y in A is infavorable in

A if the variable y occurs in an Ht(i,f) which is within the scope of q and if

q depends on an occurrence of an inductive predicate.
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4.4) An occurrence of an inductive predicate H is related to an infavorable

quantifier q if there is a finitechain of dependence relations starting from H

and ending with q in A.

4.5) A formula .4 of £{I) is said to be admissibleif no existentialquantifier

which binds a variable in an H(i, f) is strictlypositive and no H is related to

an infavorable quantifier in A.

5) An J7(/)-expression is said to be £{I)-recursiveif it is free of quanti-

fiersas well as Hi, 1=1, 2, ･■■.These are certainly admissible.

6) An J7(/)-formula is£(I)―u―a {universallyarithmetical)ifitis constructed

from =£(/)-recursiveformulas by applications of A, h- and and at-type V (see

Definition 1.1 in Part I of [3]).

Definition 1.2. The system S(I) is HA with the admissible formulas of

=/?(/) augmented by the following axioms and inferences.

(1) The well-foundedness of the orders of /, WF(I); that is,

V/V/(If / is a <'-decreasing sequence from Ih

then 3x(x is a modulus of finiteness of /)).

(See Definition 1.2 in Part I of [3].)

(2) The axioms of inductive definitions, IDU 1=1, 2, ■■■.Let / be a fixed

number, and let

Fl=Fl{i,fl, 6U ･･-, et-u 0t)

be a formula-like expression in -£"(/)without predicate symbols H's and with

(possibly) parameter symbols 61} ･･･, 6U where / is a variable of at (atomic)-type

and ft stands for the sequence of all the other free variables in Ft (either of

at-type or of fn (function)-type). 0U ■･･, dt can occur at various places in various

circumstances. FL is assumed to become an admissible formula under appropriate

substitutions for the parameter symbols (see below).

where //;[z']abbreviates

{y,flr}(y<l≪A//i(y,flr)),

(3) The axioms of bar induction, BI(R;A), where R is JT(/)-recursive and

A is an arbitrary (admissible) formula (see 8) in Definition 1.3, Part I of [3]).

(4) The axioms on function quantifiers, fnc(vl, h, V) and fncC4, h, 3) re-

spectively:

VfA(f)＼-A(h) and A(h)t-3fA(f),

where h is an arbitrary J7(/)-term of fn-type.
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(5) The rules of inference on function quantifiers,fncv(A, V) and fncv(^4, 3)

respectively:

to infer B＼-VfA(f) from B＼-A(f);

to infer 3fA(f)＼-B from A{f)＼-B,

where / occurs only at the indicated places in A.

(6) The rule of choice, choice(A):

to infer BV~3f＼lxA{x, /(*)) from B^x3yA(x, y).

Note. 1) 6(1) can be regarded as a system of intuitionisticanalysis "of

strength I."

2) In subsequent sections, we deal with the cases where there are just two

accessible sets h and I2, and hence just two inductive predicate symbols H^. and

Hi. Furthermore, we assume that fx= f2=f (a single function variable) and Fx

conforms to the regulation on the formulas in Definition 1.1, Part I of [3];

that is, existential quantifiers are restricted to at-type and their scopes are

X(I)―u―a. (F2 is arbitrary if admissible.) We do not lose anything essential

by these simplifications.

§2. Concrete translation.

We transform the formulas of -£(/)into the generalized formulas, which are

generalizations of the formula forms of jC2 in §3 of [5]. It is an extension of

the mr-translation defined in §2, Part III of [3]. The mr-translation of an

admissible X(/)-formula is of the form 3!£A{^£),where 33C abbreviates a se-

quence of existential quantifiers and A(3C) is a formula-form of J72. A(2C) will

be called the matrix of 3DCA(T). We would rather call such a translation the

concrete translationin as much as the translation represents the intended mean-

ing of 3 and ＼-,which is a concrete construction, and hence we denote the

translation by crt.

We assume [5] throughout this section.

Definition 2.1. The crt-translationof (admissible) JT(/)-formulas are de

fined as follows.

(i ) For C,
≪T(/)-recursive,

crt(C) = C＼

where C is obtained from C by replacing V by a combination of A and h-.

Suppose in the subsequent cases
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crt(C)=32TC(3f) and crt(D) = 33/Z>(<y).

(ii) crt(CAD) = 33C3Qj(C(3OAD(y)).

(iii) crt(CVD)=3z3303y({z=0＼-C{30))A(z>0＼-D(^))).

(iv) crt(CHD)=3sV3f(C(^)Hi)(i7(S; *))).

(v) crt(V/C(/))=3JZV/C(/, mz;f)),

where crt(C(/))=33TC(/, X).

(vi) crt{3fC(J))=3f3XC(f, T).

(vii) crtC^Ci, /))=3*A(*＼ /,^), /=1,2,

where the type-form of Xt has been specifiedin Definition 3.1 of [5]

325

Proposition 2.1. 1) The crt-translattonof admissible X(I)-formulas are of

the form 33CC(3C) where C(2C) is a formula-form of X2 (see Definition 3.1 in

[5] for X2-formula-forms).

2) // C does not have an infavorable quantifier, then crt(C) is of first-

floor.

3) The 33C in 3DCC(DC)=crt(C) originates in the strictlypositiveexistential

quantifiersin C, and hence of firstfloor.

Proof of 1) and 2). By induction on the complexity of C. We shallwork

on a crucial case for 1) with an example. Suppose there is a subformula of C

of the form

DzsHMi), /i,(/))i-3y(y<liAft(y, /≫,

where ht and h2 are some JT0(/)-functions. The 3/ is an infavorable quantifier.

Due to the condition that C be admissible, D should occur in a subformula of

the form Dh5, where B is free of H. So, if crt(B) = 3 ZB(Z),

crt(C) = 3sV/VF{Vt/[A1(/z1(a hlf), U)

^U{J; U)<*iAA2(/7(/; U), f, U(V ; £/))]

HB(/7(S;y,F))}.

The type-form of IJ(V; U) (and hence that of V also) depends on the variable-

forms / and U, and hence is of second floor,but since B is free of H, J and V

do not occur in the type-form of Z.

Note. A counter-example for non-admissible formulas will be given later.

Theorem. Let C be any closed theorem of S{I) with
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cn(C)=3nec(x).

Then, there is a sequence of first-floor-hyper-functionate 0 such that C{0) is

TM＼Z＼-valid. (See Definition 3.3 in [5] for TM[Z]-valtdity.)

We shall call such 0 a solution for T with respect to 33CC(T). We shall

also say that C can be interpreted in TM [21.

Proof. We can follow the proof of the Theorem in §4, Part III of [3].

We prove a generalized statement:

(*) If C is any theorem of <S(7)with

crt(C)=3TC(3C, Q),

where Q stands for the free variables in C, then there is a sequence of first-

floor-term-forms W with the parameters Q such that

C{W{Q), Q)

is TM [2]-valid.

It sufficesto deal with some cases which are characteristicof S(I), and we

shall see simultaneously what type-forms are involved in the translations and

solutions.

fnc(C, t, 3) Suppose crt(C(f)) = 3XC(f, X). (For the sake of simplicity,we

deal with the case where 3.3? consists of a single quantifier.)

crt(Ca)h3/C(/))=crt(3FCa, Y)＼-3f3CX(f, X))

= 3F3ZW(C{t, Y)＼-C(II(F; Y), TI{Z; Y))).

Due to the condition of admissibility, 3/ is isolated from H. Let XY-t and

1Y-Y be respectively solutions for F and Z. The matrix is then equivalent to

C(t, Y)＼-C(t, Y), which is a tautology.

fncv(C, 3) From C(f)＼-D, infer 3fC(f)＼-D.

crt(C(f)＼-D)=crt(3XC(f, X)＼-3YD(Y))

= 3ZVZ(C(/, X)Y-D{I1{Z; X))).

crt(3fC(f)＼-D)=cn(3f3XC(f, X)＼-3YD{Y))

= 3^V/VX(C(/, X)V-D{I1{W; f, X))).

If [X] = s(/) and ＼Y]= t, then [Z] = s(/)-≫fand [W]=AfUf)->t). Let Zo(/)

be a solution for Z, so thai

(1) V*(C(/,*)H0(/7(Z.(/);*)))

is valid for every / an X0{I)-function. Let XfXXII{Z0{f); X) be a solution for

W. Then
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n<w;f, x)=mzo(f)',x).

The matrix of the conclusion becomes

VfVX(C(f, X)＼-LKZ0(f); X)),

which is valid by (1).

The TM [2]-interpretation of the rule of choice triviallyfollows.

We now come to the crucial cases; IDh 1=1, 2. In order to crystallizethe

essence of the subsequent arguments, we specify the forms of Ft. See Defini-

tions 3.1 and 3.2 in [5] for these cases.

IDi Let Fx be of the following form.

F^VjKWgiAd, g)＼-HxU, g))

AVy<1fVx(//1(y, s(i,f, j, x))＼-3nB(n, i, f, j, x)),

where A and B are £(I)―u ―a.

(3) crt(F1)=crt(V./<1*-VgG4(*-,̂ I-BFAC/, g, V,))

AVj<Wx(3VAiU, s(i,f, j, x), V2)h-3nB(n, i, f, j, x)))

= 3V3NlVj<Wg(A(i, g)＼-A1U, g, n(V;j, g)))

AVy<1/VxVF2(A1(;, s(i,f, j, x),V2)h-B(II(N; j, x, V,),i,f, j, x))].

For the time being we leave the type-forms unspecified, and let us abbreviate

the matrix to G＼(z,/, V, N, Ax). Then,

(4)

where

(5)

and

(6)

crt(/A) = ^iA^2,

= 3V'3N'>/Xl{A1(it f, X,)

＼-G1(i,f, n(Yf;X1), mN'iXJ, A,)}

3)2=zrt{F1^Hl{i, /))

= 1X'WVN{G&, f, V, N^AS, f, n(X';V, N))}.

The type-forms are given by those in (Ji(I)―2) of Definition 3.2 in [5]. That is,

lNl=P(&i,f);i,f),

lVtl=VoW,f);j,s).
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(Recall that [F] denotes the type-form of F.) These are of firstfloor. The

solutions for V, N' and X' are also given by the term-forms there; that is,

V*=XXXjXgCU<li', n(X; 0,;, g), epf],

N*=XXXjXxXVzCU<1i; n(X; 1, /, x, F2), epf],

X*=XVXN(V, N),

where [X]=y(i, f) and (V, N) denotes the pair of V and N, With these as

solutions, the matrices of (5) and (6) respectively become (AU1) and (Ali2) in

(<J(/)―2), and hence are valid by virtue of the Theorem in §3 of [5].

ID2 Let Fz be of the following form.

F^amhS), /z2(/))H3y<2///2(y,/))h-o

AVy<2/(^1(/i,(/), ht(f))＼-Ht(},/)),

where C is X(/)-recursive.

(7) crtCF^crtCCCBFAC^C/), /z2(/),F1)[-3y<2a[/1A2(y, /, C/i))HC)

AVy<2f(3FA(A3(y), W), F2)h-3f72A2(y, /, t/.)))

=crt((3/3TVF1(A1(/z1(f), hJJ), Vt)

＼-mj; F1)<2zAA2(/7(/; Fx), /, 77(T; FO^HC)

A3PFVy<2fVF2(A1(/z3(y), /z4(/),F2)h-A2(;, /, 77(1^; y, F2))))

-crtCV/VTCVF^/z^), hz(f), Fx)

l-/7(/; F1)<2f AA2(77(/; Fx), /, 77(T; F^h-C]

A3^Vy<2fVF2(A1(/z3(y), /i4(/),F2)h-A2(;, /, 77(PF; ;, F2))))

= 3^{V/VT[VF1(A1(/z1(/), W), Vx)

l-/7(/; F1)<2^AA2(77(/; Fx), /, 77(T; FJ^h-C]

AVy<2fVF2(A1(/z3(y), /z4(/),F2)KA2(;, /, I7(W;j, F2)))l

= 3PFG2(z, /, W, An A2)

(8)

where

(9)

and

(10)

crt(/D2)=^3A^4,

iZ>3=crt(//2(f,/)HF2)

= 3W'VX2{A2(f, /, I2)hG^ /, n(W';X2), Au A2)}

3>4=crt(F2l-#2(/,/))

= 3X'VW{G2(.i, f, W, Au Aa)＼-A2(i,f, mX';W))).

The type-forms are given by these in (J.(I)―3) of Definition 3.2in [5]. That is,
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LWl = AjWh>U), h,{f))―> ?(*,/, j))=2l＼ept, .; z),

C/]=rC≫i(O, At(/))―*^0,

[T]=JF^[77(/; VtK'i; 7(i,/, 77(/; FO)],

C^i]=rC≫i(O, /≫t(/)),

C7,]=r(/≫,O"),W/)),

T is of second floor, while W and Z2 are of firstfloor. The solutions for W

and X' are given by the term-forms there; that is,

W*=XXXjXViC＼_j<H; II(X; j, V2＼ epf],

X*=XW-W,

where [X~]=d(i, f). With these as solutions, the matrices of (9) and (10) re-

spectively become (A2,i)and (A2)2)in (Jl(I)―3), and hence is valid by virtue of

the Theorem in §3 of [5].

This completes the proof of the theorem, which is the main theme of this

article.

Remark. We present a very simple counter-example to our interpretation,

which violates one condition of admissibility. Put

F=Vj<Bg(A(i, j, f, g)^H{j, g)),

where A is X(I)―u ―a, and put

ID:H(i,f)=F.

crt(F)=crt(Vj<i3g(A(i, j, f, g)^3UA(j, g, U))

= 3G3VVj<i(A(i, j, g, n(G;j))＼-A(j, E{G; /), /7(F; /)))

crt(//(f,f)[-F) = 3F3W＼IX{A(i, f, X)Y-Vj<i{A{i, j, f, 77(F; X, j))

＼-AU,mF;X,f),II{W;X,j)))}

Let us try fo determine type-forms for variable-forms.

Let 6 be a parameter which is supposed to yield the type-form of Uo in

A(/, g, Uo) (at j<i and any g); that is,

(1)

Define

(2)

n(d;j,g)=UJ0;dl(=u0(6;j,g)) if j<i.

a(i)=AjC＼_j<i) [#], ept~＼,

${6; i, F, X)=AjC[j<i; uo(d; j, 77(F; X, j)),epf],

s(6;i, F, X)=AmC[m=O, rn=l; a(i),B(d ; i, F, X), epf].
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Then [X] mus satisfy

＼_X-＼= 2tept, *{d;i, F, X),Q,

where £Tis a constant symbol for a transfinitetype-form. But this oauses a

cycle, since the type-form of X must depend on X itselfand F (and [F] depends

on rxi).

§3. A progression of inductive definitions.

Here we give a brief sketch how to deal with a progression of the systems

of intuitionisticanalysis with inductive definitionsapplied to admissible formulas,

which is an abstract treatment of the systems in [4]. We assume [4] throughout

this section.

Let / be a primitive recursive scheme such that for each re<≪, I(r) re-

presents the pair of a set and its linear order, say {Ir, <J), where I(r―1) is

an initialsegment of /(r).

Definition 3.2. 1) The language Xm{I) is defined similarly to X{I) in

Definition 1.1, but here / will play a different role from that of the / in the

preceding sections. We assume just one predicate symbol H for inductive de-

finitions with parameter r. That is, H{r; i, f) is an atomic formula in which

r is supposed to range over o>(natural numbers), i is supposed to range over Ir

and f stands for a finitesequence of terms (of at-type or fn-type). r will be

called the stage indicator (for H). For notational simplicity,we assume that /

consists of a single term /.

2) A formula is =Z7a)(/)-recursiveif it is free of H and quantifiers.

3) Admissible formulas are defined as in Definition 1.1, and, in the systems

we are to work on, all the formulas are confined to admissible ones.

4) The language Xr{I) is the restrictionof XJJ) where the firstargument

r in H(r, i, f) is a constant in <o.

Definition 3.2. Formal systems {S(r; I); r^o)} can be defined so that

S(r; I) is a system of the language Xr(I), rt^a), similarly to the corresponding

ones in Definition 1.3 of [4], the content of which will be omitted here except

for some modifications.

1°. The properties on the constants concerning the elementary theory of 1

are formulated as axioms common to all S(r; I).

2°. Inductive definitionsalong /(r),IDr> for each reco are axioms.

Vi(=IrVf(H(r:i, f)=F(r: i, f, H[r; /])),
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where H[r; z] abbreviates

{/, gKi<rif＼H{r;j, g))

and F(r; i, f, H[r; i~＼)is an admissible formula of the language Xr{I).

3°. Eliminations and introductions of V and 3 for fn-type are admitted.

Corresponding to Theorem 1 in §2 of [4], we assume the following basic

assumption, (BA).

(BA) The accessibilityof /(<?)is S(<o;Improvable uniformly with respect to

g£(O.

HThpn we arp IpH fn fhpi

Conclusion. The accessibilityof / is s(<o)-provable with respect to the (d-

reasonins.

By reading / for Od((o)and starting from TM [2], we can define the ft)-theory

of two-storied transfinitemechanisms o>-TM [2], similarly to o-HP in Definition

4.1 in [41 See also [51 for TM [21

We now come to the

Theorem. The accesibilityof I is valid in <y-TM [2]

See Theorem 3 in [4] for details.
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